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What does spring-cycling mean to you ?
Welcome to the first edition of Seasonz - the seasonal
magazine by Swindon Cycles. Our aim in these in-house
productions is to submerge you deeper into the sport of
cycling. Along with a little help from our friends and partners
in the cycling trade we will supply you not only an
interesting read but also an informative platform showcasing
products & services, racing news, training tips, nutrition
plans and so much more - all focusing around the season of
which it’s released.
SPRING is a great time of the year; fresh life and new
beginnings aplenty. The weather picking up, the outlook
towards the warmer, brighter and longer days are
slowly starting to be evidential. During early Spring,
the axis of the Earth is increasing its tilt relative to the
Sun and the length of daylight rapidly increasing to
our hemisphere also warming significantly causing
plant growth and rejuvenation throughout wildlife.
Giving us plenty of factors to get fit and what better way
than riding your bike; more daylight means brighter
evenings throughout the week & earlier weekend starting
rides resulting in more miles rode. Seeing more life on the
trails or even in the shrubbery on the side of the road will
take away the dull and sluggish uninterested mind set of
the previous seasons lonely reality of hibernation. Now is
the time for rebirth, it’s happening all around you – you’ve
just got to pull on those gloves, clip on that helmet and
walk those wheels out of that winter state and get them
turning again!
For those of you reading this who confess to being a part
of the crazy all seasons chain gang and branding yourself
as a ‘cyclist’ – don’t let yourself down now, after the hard
slog of the winter training your nearly through it and
almost at the heavenly-season; Summer. Yes; it
might be moist on the ground and windy through
your ears, but the temperature is now rising &
you’ll just have to practice your most
accurate tuck position to cut through the
wind and keep the targets in mind.
Now unless you are reading this whilst sitting with
your cup of coffee looking at your team bike and
sponsored racing kit; most people out there will have
one bike for all weathers or be currently still riding their
winter-hack bike. I personally get to this time of year and
find myself battling within, stood like a child eagerly
looking out the window on a Sunday morning assessing

1 Year Cycling !
An Article around his first year Cycling The_FrenchCyclist
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The sensible voice on my left shoulder
stooping over looking at the sky saying – “It’s
grey, it’s Spring - use the winter bike. There’s
just a little longer - don’t risk it” and then the
naughty spontaneous voice on the other
shoulder checking out the wet floor but
current dry weather confusing the assessment
with “It’s only wet on the ground – it’s not
even raining; summer bike time!” I seriously
struggle with holding back on getting the
summer bike out; I have a great
winter bike in the shape of
a Giant Contend SL 1
but the dilemma
which to haunt my
Sunday decision isn’t
weather to go out,
it’s which bike to
take. Towards the
end of Spring I find
myself really crying
out for change... a
difference in routes and
what I’m riding. Knowing
you’re so close to the lighter – stiffer –
smoother, faster bike & so close to the shorts
warmer weather is a difficult emotion to keep
control of. If tour an enthusiast at least this
time of year we have the Spring Classics &
the preseason build up to keep us entertained
& focused. On the other hand, if you’re the
cyclist who is just looking to abuse the sport to
get fit, the racing may not interest you but the
end game target and the stats may be
enough to keep you focused.
March winds and Aprils showers
upon us looking out of the
window could put you off –
but don’t let it; combat the
weather with the right rider
mentality, a strong will and
functional rider gear!
In this edition we are looking at the
ins and outs of all things SPRING X
CYCLING.

SPRING
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Whats going on in the store this Spring?
2018 was a massive year for us as a business; our sister store
accomplished 50 years in business and the cycling industry - whilst we
are now nearly half of that, 24th year this year.

Alongside these, the team operate slightly differently under a new ‘Core Values’
policy and opening hours have been tweaked - both of which can be found on
our website.

Last year we took the decision, after years trying to run multiple brands
alongside Giant, that we would change our selection and focus on the Giant &
Liv Products more so. We’ve tried the likes of Cannondale, Orro, Forme,
Ghost, Thompson and Focus - all of who seemed to not quite match up
and work alongside the Giant range, we have had success with
Orbea especially with their mountain range which really offers
a different style and another option to the customer base. So
we made the decision, to increase our rank with Giant and
invest in becoming a Giant Partner store. Extending 70%
of our shop floor, bike space, to the taiwanese cycle
conglomerate whilst our continuation of Orbea, Frog,
Dawes, Raleigh, Claud Butler and Tiger products to make up
the remaining 30%. Due to the Coronavirus pandemic,
the industry saw a surge in sales whilst the sport received
such promotion and endorsements from the governments
through lock down, we were so busy that partner store
obligations sort of went out of the window - so this year we
aim, stock providing, that we are able to get back to our original
floor plan and operation.

We have also invested into training for members of the team that opt’d in, the
guys have been enrolled onto an apprenticeship scheme where they will achieve
Level 2 & 3 Cytech courses, along with further training in regards to working
within the cycling industry and retail.

We have also, hopefully you should be able to see and appreciate, managed to
take the biggest shop investment in our 24 years of opening our doors. In
February 2021, we closed the doors as we embarked on a new era for the store
and the business as a whole. Stephen, third generation of the business, took
charge as Store manager and introduced a few changes and tweaks to the store;
first and most obvious the shop floor layout under went a massive new visual
experience, an open plan floor space displaying the bikes allowing customers to
walk around and in-between the sections seeing more of the bikes, rather than
just head on in the racking systems we have used before. We have refined and
focused our parts stocking, listening to the consumer base and doing our
research on the needs and wants of what our customers would like to
experience when visiting the store.
Stephen has also introduced a slight change up to the staffing; introducing a
new PDI technician in Martin and shifting the roles and responsibilities around
a little. You’ll also notice the smart new look for the team with uniform being
brought in too.

In conjunction with our in store efforts; we will be seeing changes via our
online presence and through our marketing communications; you are
currently reading through one such an introduced production.
Seasonz is an in-house production where by we are able to share
with customers lots of stories, tips and general information about
cycling featuring products and info surrounding us in the store!
Seasonz will be a hard copy magazine, online downloadable e-mag
- completely FREE to the consumer base! With stunning photos,
well written articles and opinionated columnists, we aim to deliver
some great content !
Seasonz will also have a Youtube channel where by we post small video’s
presented by Editor Stephen, tech Columnist Ian and featured cycling
columnist Romain. The three are embarking on static videos shot in the shop
and riding video’s on their route to chasing the tour in 2024 - head over to our
socials and website for all of the links and content to keep up with !

Will the new
TCR Retain
its elite
Status?

We look at the 2021 Giant TCR and back along it’s ancestry line - what’s the difference & does it
have what it takes to reclaim past titles previously won.

Giant’s oldest running frame set, the TCR,
which has been produced for over two
decades now. The TCR, which has never
been dropped by Giant, is their lead racing
bike & they’ve never stepped away from the
compact frame design.
Bike Radar’s Bike of The Year award has been running
for 11 years and the TCR was the first editions winner.
This has to be one, if not the most developed road
frames - the name given which actually means Total
Compact Road has maintained the features running
through the core of its build foundations. The TCR is
the brainchild and came from designer British Mike
Burrows who started designing mountain bikes and had
involvement with Chris Boardman’s Gold medal pursuit
bike for the 1992 Olympics. The frame set started life,
as most other frames back then, being made using
aluminium - these days the complete 2021 collection is
carbon fibre build only.
The first full composite frame was debuted in 2002 at
the Tour de France, with the consumer base seeing a
buyable range the following year.
The lightweight-compact design changed the way we
see racing bike today, originally the frame was made
from two triangles featuring the tradition straight top
tube. Over the years they have worked on refining it,
Giant was one of the instigators in leaving the the seat
tube low and exposing a lot of the seat post. Which also
has, on the top end Advanced SL models an Integrated
Seat Post, ISP.
The iconic frame set which has been ridden most
recently by CCC Team in the UCI Pro division, on the
World Tour, is part of the still preferred ‘Lightweight
racing bike’ category of racing road bikes. Although the
increase in aero bikes has has an impact, the TCR has
maintained the popular choice of cyclist, especially for
us at Swindon Cycles.
Whats really interesting with the Giant carbon range’s
and what it offer’s the customer is the value for money.

In the world of cycling you have different standards of
carbon fibre - Giant have used & continue to use one of
the leading Carbon manufacturers in Toray, who
produce different levels of carbon filament for different
customers - notably the likes of NASA & F1 racing
teams. Go back to 2014; Giant used three levels of the
Toray Carbon filament; (Composite / Advanced /
Advanced SL) Which offered the customer the option
of frame stiffness & efficiency comparative to price they
wanted to spend.
Composite was the first level and gave the customer a
great first carbon road bike, responsive and lightweight
with a stiffness feature giving the customer a real
efficient bike, something much better quality than their
first aluminium bike. Advanced SL was and remains
the pro level; ultra stiff, ultra
lightweight & the tool used by
the pro’s - so very costly.
The Advanced level was
generally regarded as the best
of both worlds; stiff, light,
efficient yet featuring a degree
of flex giving a slight level of
comfort for the rider.
Today’s collection and for the
past few years Giant had
removed the Composite grade
and brought the Advanced
frame set down to fill the composite levels space and
then introduced the Advanced PRO level, which has
subtle differences such as a carbon fork steerer & the
OD2 headset - both resulting in a lighter & stiffer
steering cockpit area!
Meaning, quite simply you are getting a much better
level frame & fork for a cheaper price point & this is the
same across the Giant carbon collections: Road, MTB
& Adventure/CX models.
Another key area where Giant are giving you a full
package is in their own brand products, finishing kits in
other words: Stems, Handlebars, saddles, tyres & wheel
sets.. Originally cyclists would snub own brand
components thinking they were sub-standard and a
cheaper way of building up the bike.
But the Taiwanese manufacture, has invested heavily
into their own brand parts - most notably collaborating

with Mavic & DT Swiss to produce their own wheel sets
and taking a big dive into the world of Tubeless
Systems ready for the customer.
So for 2021, whats changed?
This is the latest frame upgrade to the long line of
modifications and adjustments within the family; this is
considered to be the most aerodynamic out of the
family. This bike has not been just tweaked; it’s been cut
from a completely new cloth.
The ninth generation was engineered to be “Truly the
all round racing bike” using three key performance
factors to make this build a reality.. Class-leading
Efficiency, Advanced aerodynamics & total Control.
Efficiency of the frame is made
up when factoring the calibre of
material & precisely how it’s
layered up. Traditionally
aerodynamics increase weight decreasing stiffness and
compliance, however the forecast
goal was to add aero properties
whilst also improving efficiency.
The new frame required a new
approach to layering the materials,
previously the assembly line has
been made up 100% hand assembled. The new
Advanced SL requires dozens of smaller swatches
which require ‘ultra precision’ in their alignment, to
ensure less overlapping of the swatches is one way of
reducing weight. Giant have introduced a robotic layup
assembly to ensure this process is as efficient as possible.
Giant have also introduced ThinLine finishing
technology, with most frame sets being completed with
7-8 coates - the new SL 0 only has 3 layers. ThinLine
reduces paint weight by over half. (depending on frame
size)
All of these features result in a lower overall frame and
fork weight - significantly this has been achieved
without compromising on stiffness or compliance these features also aid in creating a more aero bike. The
new Advanced & PRO models have been reduced in
overall weight considerably without compromise. The
new TCR Advanced PRO Disc frames including bar

£1,999 - £2,999

£1,549 - £5,199

£2,549 - £9,999
*Prices are accurate as of Print Date Prices may change through out the
year.

and stem is 131.6g lighter than the outgoing model &
the TCR Advanced Disc frames coming in 213.6g
lighter. More than half of this saving is due to using a
carbon stirrer tube vs the
previously used aluminium.
Advanced Aero technology has
been apart of the build of this
TCR for the first time in its
ancestry line. The new frame
features Truncated Ellipse tubing,
with produces less drag at wider
range of yaw. It’s the same
principle applied to the current
generation of the TCR’s ultra
Aero cousin, the Propel.
In the diagram on the right,
which clearly shows the difference
between the 2017 TCR tubing shapes and the 2021
remastered tubing. Every single tube has had a change
along with the fork which is now symmetrical and more
open for greater air flow efficiency, it also has a greater
tyre clearance up to and including a 32mm. The
geometry has been changed by dropping the Bottom
Bracket by 2mm to accommodate the larger tyre
capability but the stack remains the same - this now
means that the M/L size sits exactly half way between
the medium and the large - which ultimately give the
rider a greater level of adjustment for a better fit.
Total Control has seen an improvement to
components fitting directly to the bike; Wheel systems,
Stems, Handlebars & saddles. By increasing the

component compliance the control increases the ride of
the bike; redesigning of some of their own brand
components to ensure that they all benefit the bikes
featured design brief.
Even though most of the
changes made to the TCR
have been bigger, more
obvious developments Giant have stepped further
and identified small areas
which stack up to big
improvements, for
example; a revised cable
routing, a new headset top
section and spacers, a new
rear hanger 2 piece
construction which is
stiffer giving better shift
quality. The frame set also see’s a brand new through
axle design for wheel systems along with a 10g lighter
and more compact integrated seat clamp.

CADEX HAS RETURNED.
“CADEX is the pursuit of what many see as
improbable, even impossible. It's the discovery
of a new material that produces faster wheels.
Reinvention of the saddle for incomparable
fit. Perfection of a tubeless tyre that convinces
pros to forgo tubulars. It's deep research into
the bike and rider in motion.
CADEX is the pursuit and realisation of an
entirely new level of performance in cycling
components. Our pursuit of the bestperforming cycling components is built on an
unrivalled mastery of materials and
production, advanced research on cycling
dynamics, and our close partnerships with
professional teams and athletes.” - CADEX
WEBSITE

#OVERACHIEVE

WWW.CADEX-CYCLING.COM

The brand new era of TCR isn’t just a fancy new paint
job or facelift - this is a brand new bike, focused on
excelling in key areas. Class-leading Efficiency,
Advanced Aerodynamics and Total Control - the new
TCR is leading the way in challenging what can be
achieved, which is exactly the reason for the CCC
teams slogan #OverAchieve
Come and check out the range in store, take the first
step in to joining the TCR family.
Ride Total Compact Road.

Final Verdict
I’m a massive fan of the TCR, my first carbon road bike was a 2015
TCR Advanced 2 - although I fell in love with the Propel when it was
first released, the lightweight race frame has always appealed to me and
even more so now that it bridges the aero gap. I currently own and ride
a 2019 TCR Advanced PRO 2 (Pictured to the right of this page) - but
trying out the new frame I can feel that it is super responsive when
slamming power down and just wants to pull all the time… ‘getting the
miles in and not worrying about the speed’ isn’t really an attitude to
have whilst riding this bike, it just feels like a tamed beast - a chained
lion waiting to get free!
This frame set is seriously fast and feels more aggressive than my 2019
model, it’s a sweet ride and I urge riders to get one and take it for a spin!

“Arguably the most iconic frame-set on the market,
redesigned for the ninth generation - we really love it!
Be apart of the TCR history - Ride Total Compact Road”
Stephen, Stephen_TheCyclist
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The Best way to get your
children cycling!
No matter the ends of the earth you travel, the debate
of Stabilisers (Training Wheels) Vs Balance bikes
will always bring an interesting conversation. We’re on
the side of Balance Bikes and here’s why…
Stabilisers have been universally used as a cycling
aid on children’s bikes for years, they’ve become the
norm and assumed as the standard in getting
children on their way to riding! Balance bikes have
become more popular within the last 5 years,
through our store we see more and more sales of
Balance bikes, which is creeping and climbing up
the ladder and aiming to catch the sales of the
stabiliser equipped bike - usually using a 12” wheel.
We favour the Balance bike and these are the key
reasons for it; Firstly the bike is lighter and easier
for a child at such an age to control and mannoveur.
It also teaches the child the most purest and basic
techniques for cycling; Balance & Coordination which is vital as they progress with their
development.

Without the pedals, the child is able to scoot and
gives them one less thing to think about, once they
are comfortable and found their confidence you can
introduce the pedalling motion, which usually will
present the child’s predominant foot performing a
half motion and return.
We also tend to believe that the stabilisers can
actually make it harder for the child to trust their
own balance.

In conclusion balance bikes are a great way to
get your child learning how to cycle, whilst
encouraging their physical development and
increasing their confidence - we think that the
balance bikes are the way to go for a first bike!

Our Top Two Favourite
Balance Bikes!

You can get plenty of options when it comes to the
range and style of the balance bikes; so come with
the main focus of minimal weight so the build is
completed using alloy frames and without any
accessories. Some come with a rear brake, although
most come without.

Raleigh Burner

The negatives to balance bikes; well in truth there’s
really only one; the balance bike has a very short
life - the idea is that as soon as the child starts to lift
their legs and scoot along, it’s time to introduce the
bike with pedals. So it might seem, depending on
the child, like a very short term investment.

Frog Tadpole

Personalised Sports Nutrition

Health

Performance

Gary Buckland MSc, SENR creates individual nutrition programmes for
anyone looking to improve within their sport or activity.
From enthusiasts to athletes, GBPN’s science-led, nutrition consultations
can teach you how to optimise your health, performance and recovery
with bespoke nutrition coaching.

Recovery
@gbpnutrition

@gary_gbpnutrition

Contact gbpnutrition@outlook.com
Discover more at gbpnutrition.com

How Coronavirus has infected
the Cycling industry
Covid-19 has devastated the globe, forcing businesses to close and communities
to divide from what we considered as normal before the pandemic outbreak.
Our industry fought through the lock downs, staying on the front line to
support the public with the governments backing, cycling emerged as the
chosen activity for maintaining physical and mental health. After a lack of sales
over the last few years the industry brands had chosen to bring in less stock which meant that the surge of people queuing both in person and online to
purchase bikes meant we were forced into almost in a negative position;
demand had soared whilst stock was at it’s lowest being stored by the brands.
As a business, we managed to cope with selling bikes being supplied from
our main office - making up our stock was older models from the Felt,
Rocky Mountain, Kona and Marin brands - Giant, who were hit
heavily with companies from all over the globe trying to get extra time
within their factories, suffered because they couldn’t get enough
product made to meet demand.
Through the first lock down, our shop calculated on average a 1hour
waiting time with the maximum time being recorded as 2hours 30-ish
minutes for the customer to be seen outside the premises, not even
getting into the store! We wasn’t fully staffed until the August, with
members of staff staying on furlough for a long period through our busiest
duration in business spanning our 52 years in business.
As all of the bike brands do, September/August is generally our annual change
in regards to product years.

The time came and we found that most brands were telling us they had plans to assign us
allocations for an equal offering around the country because there was so many stores who
had cash flow, demand was so high if the new products were just placed onto the B2B
websites they would be snatched up unfairly.
So 2021 models have become some what of a rarity, they come in and go out very quickly
with people missing out and being told there are very long waiting times before they can get
their hands on the model they want. Christmas approached and we really had a battle on our
hands, to sell a bike you need to be able to offer a collection/delivery date and guarantee this
so it’ll be ready for Santa’s sleigh - which we just simply could not do, with brands constantly
pushing back delivery dates due to docking issues at the ports around the UK.
The global bicycle industry is trying to get back to normal, but with
overpowering backorders stacking up for the parts suppliers, Shimano
being a key one who is struggling due to their business platform both Cycling and Fishing sides being stretched!
We anticipate the end of 2021 early 2022 will see us getting back to
more of a normal position, the UK plunges deeper into the
recession and we are now a few months in to BREXIT so that has
also presented further complications.
One thing we are seeing is a calming of the purchasing mentality the
frantic toilet-roll mind set of purchasing - we think has passed!

Wing, @little_wingys_life
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Boss’s Clothing
Load Out

Featuring:
Assos, Grip Grab, BBB,
Shimano, Kask,

1

SPRING LOAD OUT
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Featuring this seasons finest and most functional garments.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

4
5
6

Madison Road Race Apex Soft-shell Jacket £114.99
Assos Equipe RS Bib Short £175.00
AGU Helmcap Fleece Winter £20.00
AGU ESS Weatherproof Gloves £55.00
BBB Waterflex 3.0 Overshoes £37.95
Madison Knee Warmer Isoler Thermal £19.95
Available in store - with sizing options!

SPRING

Pressures are another key point, having the right pressure makes all the
difference, similarly to having low tyre pressure in your car, having too lower
pressure on your bike can sap your energy.With the advancement of tubeless
tyres we can now run our road bike tyres lower than before with tubes. This is
better for winter riding as you will have more of a footprint on the road, which in
turn can give you more grip.

Back into Cycling - Be Ready
Spring is upon us and with a little luck; we’re able to start getting back to some normality. If you’re like
me; not a massive fan of darker evenings, gloomy cold and damp mornings then you probably won’t have
been out on the bike as much as you should have. So the crucial point to think; is your bike up to scratch? Is
it safe to ride?
Many bikes that I come across are moments away from disaster, or a trip to A and E is
hanging in the balance and with the past years pandemic situation the hospital is not a
place you’d want to be.With that in mind getting your bike ready for the summer ahead is
crucial for mechanical peace of mind and to ensure that your bike is in tip-top condition
for any rides you choose to throw at it.
Key points to check, especially if you have ridden through the winter, are rim wear
(applicable to rim braked bikes) this is often overlooked and not really thought about. This
can lead to a potential disaster if it breaks, even more so if it goes whilst descending.
Brakes are, obviously, very important and straightforward to check visually. Once they get
worn down swap them out for new, it’s a relatively cheap fix but if left, can become a lot
more expensive with worn rotors or damaged rim braking surface. There are a multitude
of brake pads on the market, some are softer than
others and work better in specific weather
conditions, choosing the right brake pads is very
important, everyone wants to be able to stop
safely, right?

There are various articles online that state that having a wider tyre (28c/32c etc)
run at lower pressures can actually increase speed due to bumps in the road
absorption. Drive train is obviously one of the important factors. It allows the
transfer of human input to produce the bikes forward propulsion of the bike.
Like anything mechanical, this wears out over time and millage. Keeping an eye
on chain wear can save you costly repair bills come service time. For the pricely
sum of a few pounds you can buy a chain wear indicator tool which you can, at
home, check from time to time. You should be able to get about 2-3 chains per
rear cassette if changed regularly enough and the front chain rings should then
last a lot longer.
Cleaning these is important but the most important
way of cleaning the chain, cassette and chain
rings is to remove them from the bike this is
primarily because most if not all degreasers on
the market today are very good at what they
do, however if these are used on the cassette
for example whilst it is still on the bike the
degreaser can and does work it’s way into the
rear hub where it can ruin the bearings thus
causing more and expensive repair bills.

Ian, @Mr_Turner_The_Cyclist
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Tyres are the only thing between you and the
road. Tyre choice is a little down to preference
and a lot down to quality. Buying decent brand
or quality tyres can make the difference between
making it around a fast bend and becoming very
intimate with the road.

One year and 2,000 miles later

The decision was made and the order was

Cycling from a beginner’s point of view

placed. A couple of weeks later the bikes were ready

How to exercise and still look after my poor knees? Cycling

and near home to get used to the bikes and the drop

and our life as cyclists started. The first rides were short

seamed to be the answer and I always liked this sport - we are onto a

down handlebars. Once we felt confident and safe

winner. After a few years of occasional riding on a basic mountain bike,

we started adventuring on our small local country

and not particularly enjoying it, it was time to understand where I went
wrong and how I could enjoy cycling. I have always been intrigued by
those bikes with thin tyres and drop down handlebars but thought it was

roads during February, when suddenly, the country
faced a complete lockdown. Luckily, in England, we
were still allowed to exercise, with some restrictions
admittedly but at least we could go out - unlike in

reserved to pros and not really made for recreational purposes. It was

France, for example, where going outside was restricted

time to clarify this point at the local bike shop - and be proven wrong.

to 1 hour per day and within 1 km from home.
I must admit that being allowed to go out to

Here we are, January 2020 at Swindon Cycles (SC), getting advice on the
different types of bikes - there is a bike for every purpose you can think of.

exercise during this complete lockdown was vital for

Finding the best category for your requirements is essential. After a

our mental and physical health. With the days getting

couple of discussions with the staff to understand my needs, the best
option for me appeared to be a “gravel bike” with this mysterious drop
down handlebar and (not so) thin tyres. This category offers a great

mileage and diversify the routes. The situation was
extremely bad for the all country (and world), but on
the bright side, it was the best time to start cycling as
the roads were incredibly quiet. With the restrictions

to gravel paths and trails - a do-it-all bike.

being loosened during the summer, we discovered this
wonderful cycling community. We went out on rides

sport we would both enjoy (probably the hardest part of this whole

with other cyclists (following the guidelines) and it was

process). A complete list of arguments was used and, surprisingly, she

an incredible experience. Riding for hours without

agreed. “Let’s go to the shop” I said before she changed her mind. SC
presented to us different brands and models at different price ranges. We
also had the opportunity to try some bikes in
order to get the correct size - probably the
most important part when buying a bike.
The geometry and sizes vary greatly and
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“Buy the correct Style of
Bike”
Ensure you research and get the
right bike for the style of riding you
are planning on doing.

warmer and longer, we were able to increase the

compromise; fast and efficient enough on the road while allowing access
The next step was to convince my partner that cycling is a great

Top Three Tips
for your first
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“Sizing does matter!”
Size is essential, make sure you
you get the correct size - I’d also
suggest looking at getting a bike
fit!

realising it, chatting with each other, stopping for a hot
drink and a piece cake, debating about gears,
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clothing,... I now fully understand the interest in this
sport and while 2,000 miles appears impressive and out
of reach, it only required an average of 3 hours a

“Don’t Ride Where you
Drive”

week.
To conclude this first article, I will leave you

trying a bike is still the best way to

with the best advice I received as a beginner cyclist:

guarantee it is the right one for you - a

“don't ride where you drive”.

local bike shop is perfect for this.

Romain, @TheFrenchCyclist
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Plan your routes, to enjoy cycling
make sure you meet as little traffic
as possible.

Spring Classics - Early Racing
It’s SPRING again, lambs are gambolling, daffs are
dancing, birds nestling and lovers trysting. Many cyclists
putting away the winter bike - ‘hack bike’ and are bringing
back the ‘summer - best’ bike. But the top professional riders
have already been through pre-season training and started
racing ahead of the European Spring Classic one day
events.
First is the Milan-San Remo on the 20th of March
also known as La Primevera, aproximately 300km - it is
the longest one day race in modern cycling. First held in
1907, famously won by Eddy Merckx, “The Cannibal”,
seven times. The course features several stiff climbs towards
the end of the race, especially the last climb - “The Poggio”
by the time the riders reach the Poggio their stamina and
fitness will have been tested so this climb and the fast twisty
descent into Milan which follows often proves decisive.
There is only two British winners to date - Tom Simpson
1964 & Mark Cavendish 2009. Last years winner was
Wout Van Aert, racing for Team Jumbo-Visma.
Eight days later, Gent Wevelgem, Belgium plays host
to the riders and their teams with a 240km event which was
first raced in 1934 and won by Gustave Van Belle. In fact
there were 11 winners of the race in 15 editions that were
all Belgium riders, with a break in racing due to the war the
first winner of the race who wasn’t from the home nation
was a Swiss rider called Rolf Graf in 1954. Famous for
it’s windy and hard weather and featuring many cobbled
climbs including the notorious Kemmelberg, usually deciding
the winner. Organisers introduced the first women’s edition,
slightly shorter at 120km, in 2012 won by British rider
Lizzie Armitstead.
Now we come to my favourite of The Classics; The
Tour of Flanders, A true monument of the calendar routes have changed over the years, but generally keeping to
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around a 265km distance. The course usually features 18
cobbled climbs, sometimes taking in a particular climb once
or twice. This years race starts in Antwerp and finished in
Oudenaarde - home of the Tour of Flanders museum. No
rider has ever won more than three times in over 100
years, indicated just how difficult this race is. I
personally love this race; the spectacle and the
event is impressive enough however the reason I
love this race so much is due to the home
support and atmosphere, the real emphasis
the locals put on this race in supporting it
is amazing.
Lets talk Classics Royalty, in fact the Queen…
Paris-Roubaix !
Starting in Compiegne and finishing in the Roubaix
Velodrome. Famous for it’s 29 cobbled sectors often referred
to as ‘Pavès’. The race is a gruelling test of courage and
endurance as the riders race over 257km (current route
milage). The first edition was raced in 1896 after textiles
manufacturers Thèodore Vienne & Maurice Perez had the
idea of building a velodrome in Roubaix and holding a race
from Paris to their track. Roughly a fifth of the
race(54.5km) is on Pavès - which are all categorised
between 1-5 in terms of difficulty. Due to the race being
held in April, the weather is usually bad - which makes the
pavès slippy and muddy, although when dry the riders kick
up a cloud of dust in their wake. After the first world war
the race was dubbed L’enfur Du Nord - The Hell of The
North due to the war leaving the landscape and race route
being left desolate and in ruins.
There is now a society of volunteers dedicated to preserving
the character of the race and its cobbled path ways - Les
Amis de Paris-Roubaix (The Friends of Paris-Roubaix)
get to work making sure the cobbles are in tip top condition
ahead of the race. The last winner was three times World
Road Race champion - Peter Sagan - in 2019.

Following the Queen of the Classics, we move on to La Doyemme The Old Lady. Liege-Bastogne-Liege - the oldest of the 5
monuments first held in 1892 - the mens route takes in 278km
and the women’s 135km. Often a war of attrition, meaning
it’s just a hard race fought at pace to kill off riders.
Before cars, time keepers would catch the train to
Bastogne to witness the “turn” and check all the
riders stayed on course before heading back to
Liege, which tends to allow for a sprint
finish. Eddy Merckx won this monument 5
times in his decorated career & the last
winner was Team Jumbo-Visma rider Primož
Roglič in 2020.
In my opinion these 5 are the main Classics, however in
the Spring period there are many other quality - one day
races in northern Europe, including the E3-Harelbeke
(now called Binck-Bank Classic) on the 26.3.20. Amstel
Gold, 4.04.20, is the only Dutch Classic in the hilly Limburg
region - approx 240km. On the 21.4.20, The
Flèche Wallonne, which finished after
three climbs on the very steep Mur De Huy
which is a 15-26% climb. And lastly to
mention, the Strade Bianche
mainly on gravel roads through Italy
which has a potential of Classic status.
Many of these races also have a
sportive over or most of the course on
the previous day for enthusiastic
amateurs to apply/register well in
advance.
Lets Hope, Coronavirus doesn’t impact the Classics
in the same way it did in 2020! Enjoy your cycling - Stay safe…

“The Saturday Boy”
-Denis Hedges

TSC NEWS
Once Champions. Still Challenging.

The team was formed in 2016 with an aim to support local racing cyclists
within a team environment where riders are encouraged & supported to be
active in competition.
The team benefited from sponsorship by a number of local businesses & the
principal sponsor is Swindon Cycles Superstore. This sponsorship allowed the
team to invest in team kit & in 2020 the design was revised to our latest pro
quality kit supplied by AGU.
We have a good mix of local riders who all ride events from road race, time
trial, cyclocross, MTB & triathlons. The main focus locally has been the
Latton Time Trial Series which has been contested by local clubs for many
years & since our formation in 2016 we have had a good team result.
Latton TT Series Team competition- Team Swindon Cycles.
2020 2nd place
2019 2nd place
2018 1st place
2017 4th place
2016 3rd place
As well as local events we’ve had Team participation in the International Tour
of Malta, a 4 stage road race over 4 days on the Mediterranean islands of
Malta & Gozo. Described as the ‘friendly Tour’ a well established race that
attracts riders from the UK, Europe & the local Maltese cyclists.

2020 was a different year as COVID19 limited racing
opportunities, but the team progressed its aim to support
local riders & events by co-promoting the Latton TT
Series & shall continue into 2021 with this being our main
goal.
Whilst most team riders are invited we are always open to
enquires from local cyclists who are interested in racing
opportunities & representing Team Swindon Cycles.
Along with world disruption, Laura Rothwell our
Triathlete who was headed out to the World Champs last
year, has now been given the clear to head out this year to
Kona, Hawaii to compete - Stay tuned for her progress
and updates, if you’d like to read more directly from Laura
check out her blog - the link is on the TSC website!
Pictured Left: TSC rider battling in the Tour of
Malta

